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Abstract: Kitaev’s quantum double model is a lattice realization of Dijkgraaf-Witten
topological quantum field theory (TQFT), its topologically protected ground state space has
broad applications for topological quantum computation and topological quantum memory.
We investigate the Z2 symmetry enriched generalization of the model for the Abelian group
in a categorical framework and present an explicit Hamiltonian construction. This model
provides a lattice realization of the Z2 symmetry of the topological phase. We discuss in
detail the categorical symmetry of the phase, for which the electric-magnetic (EM) duality
symmetry is a special case. The aspects of symmetry defects are investigated using the G-
crossed unitary braided fusion category (UBFC). By determining the corresponding anyon
condensation, the gapped boundaries and boundary-bulk duality are also investigated. In
the last part, an explicit lattice realization of EM duality is discussed.
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1 Introduction

Duality is one of the central topics in modern physics. It weaves together different theories
such that these theories can be understood from each other’s perspective; typical examples
include AdS/CFT duality [1, 2], Electric-magnetic duality [3, 4], T-duality [5], and so on.
For Kitaev’s quantum double model D(G) based on a finite group G [6], which can be
regarded as a lattice gauge theoretic realization of Dijkgraaf-Witten topological quantum
field theory (TQFT) [7], there is a famous duality known as electric-magnetic (EM) duality
[8–13]. When the group G is Abelian, the theory has EM duality. The dual gauge group
is Ĝ = Irr(G) whose elements are unitary irreducible representations of G. However, when
G is non-Abelian, there is no such EM duality. To remedy this problem, the models
are generalized to quantum double models based on finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf
algebras, for which EM duality can be realized [9, 14].

From a topologically ordered phase perspective, a quantum double model is a lattice
realization of the 2d non-chiral topological order [6, 15–18]. The 2d topologically ordered
phase is mathematically characterized by a unitary modular tensor category (UMTC) D =
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(D,⊕,⊗,1, α, β, θ) [19–21], where α, β, θ are associator, braiding, and twist. The anyons
are labeled with simple objects a ∈ Irr(D). Irr(D) is a finite set, and the vacuum charge will
be labeled as 1 (also denoted 0 when appearing in index). Each simple object (anyon) in D

has an antiparticle, viz., there is an involution map ∗ : Irr(D) → Irr(D) such that a∗∗ = a

and 1∗ = 1. Anyons in D can fuse: a× b =
∑

cN
c
abc, and the fusion is associative in sense

that
∑

eN
e
abN

d
ec =

∑
f N

f
bcN

d
af . The numbers {N c

ab} are called the fusion multiplicities and
satisfy the symmetric properties: N c

ab = N c
ba = N c∗

a∗b∗ = N b∗
ac∗ ; and N0

ab∗ = δab. Anyon’s
braiding is chracterized by β : a⊗b→ b⊗a and each anyon has its topological spin θa. Each
anyon a ∈ D has its quantum dimension da for which da = da∗ . From fusion process we have
dadb =

∑
cN

c
abdc (it is evident that da is the eigenvalue of the matrix [Na]bc = N c

ab). The
anyons with quantum dimension 1 are called Abelian anyons, otherwise they will be called
non-Abelian anyons. If all anyons of a phase are Abelian, the phase is called an Abelian
topological phase. The typical Abelian topological phases are Kitaev’s ZN quantum double
D(ZN ) phase, whose topological order is given by the representation category Rep(D(ZN )).
These Abelian phases can also be realized using Levin-Wen’s string-net model by choosing
input unitary fusion category C as the representation category Rep(ZN ) or the category
of Z-graded vector spaces VectZN [15]. These different realizations are related with each
other by Morita equivalence Rep(D(ZN )) ' Z(Rep(ZN )) ' Z(VectZN )) [21], where “'”
represents braided equivalence and Z represents taking the Drinfeld center.

In this work, we consider another kind of generalization, that is, the topological phase
enriched with a symmetry group. This kind of phase will be called the symmetry enriched
topological (SET) phase. By introducing symmetry, the corresponding phase will exhibit
more complicated quasi-particle excitations and mutual statistics. The SET phases have
been explored using modular extension of a unitary braided fusion category (UBFC) [22]
and using G-crossed UBFC [23–25]. Besides their fundamental importance, the study of
these SET phases and topological defects is also very crucial for topological quantum com-
putation. Two typical examples is that: (i) A topologically protected degeneracy appears
when we cut boundaries of ZN toric code on a sphere. This topological degeneracy gener-
ates an error correcting code [26, 27]; (ii) Twist defects fix the problem of Abelian anyons
of ZN toric code, converting it into a universal topological quantum computer [28, 29].

In this paper, we study the simplest SET phase: the Z2 symmetry enriched Abelian
topological phase. In Sec. 2, we review the Hamiltonian of Kitaev quantum double model
for abelian group and discuss its topological properties. Then in Sec. 3, we review the
SET phase in G-crossed UBFC framework. The EM duality symmetry is a special case
of the more general categorical symmetry, we will discuss the EM duality in detail in the
categorical symmetry framework. One of our main contributions is given in Sec. 4, where
we study the gapped boundary of the SET phase from the anyon condensation point of
view. The gapped boundary phase is obtained from anyon condensation of the SET phase,
and the bulk phase is recovered from the boundary phase by taking relative center, and
different boundary phases are Morita equivalent. We review the existing framework of SET
boundary theory based on condensable algebra description, and we propose a new formalism
based on Frobenius algebra. With the above preparation, in Sec. 5, we present a lattice
realization of the EM duality symmetry via the ribbon operator and discuss their physical
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properties.

2 Quantum double model for Abelian topological order

2.1 ZN model

Let us first recall the construction of the D(G) quantum double model for a finite group
G. For a given lattice embedded in a surface Σ = V (Σ)∪E(Σ)∪F (Σ), where V (Σ), E(Σ)

and F (Σ) are vertex set, edge set and face set respectively. To each edge e ∈ E(Σ), we
assign a Hilbert space He = C[G], and the total Hilbert space is H(Σ) = ⊗e∈E(Σ)He. We
then introduce two kinds of local stabilizers. The first one is the projective operator which
is attached to each vertex v ∈ V (Σ):

Av
∣∣ x1x3

x4

x2 〉
=

1

|G|
∑
g∈G

∣∣ x1g
−1gx3

gx4

x2g
−1 〉

. (2.1)

The vertex operator can be regarded as a gauge transformation averaged over G, which
imposes a local Gauss constraint. Each face f ∈ F (Σ) has a local projector

Bf
∣∣ x1x3

x4

x2 〉
= δx−1

1 x2x3x
−1
4 ,e

∣∣ x1x3

x4

x2 〉
. (2.2)

Here e is the identity element of G, and δ satisfies δx,y = 1 if x = y and 0 otherwise. The
face operator imposes a local flatness condition. The Hamiltonian is given by

H = −
∑

v∈V (Σ)

Av −
∑

f∈F (Σ)

Bf . (2.3)

The topological excitations of the model are classified by pairs a[g],π := ([g], π) where [g] is
a conjugacy class of the group G, and π is an irreducible representation of the centralizer
CG(g). The vacuum charge corresponds to g = e and π = 1 (the trivial representation).
The antiparticle is given by ([g−1], π†) (note that CG(g) = CG(g−1)). The conjugacy
class [g] of a topological charge is called the magnetic charge and the irrep π is called the
electric charge. When g = e, a[e],π is characterized by a representation of G and is called a
chargeon; when π = 1, a[g],1 is called a fluxion; and when both g 6= e and π 6= 1, a[g],π is
called a dyon. The quantum dimension (i.e. Frobenius-Perron dimension) of the topological
excitation a[g],π is given by

FPdim a[g],π = |[g]|dimπ. (2.4)

These topological excitations form a UMTC Rep(D(G)), the representation category of the
quantum double of the finite group G.
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When G = ZN , we introduce the generalized Pauli operators (a.k.a., discrete Weyl
operators, or Heisenberg-Weyl operators)

XN =
∑
h∈ZN

|h+ 1〉〈h|, ZN =
∑
h∈ZN

ωhN |h〉〈h|, (2.5)

where ωN = e2πi/N is the N -th root of unity. They satisfy the commutation relation

ZNXN = ωNXNZN . (2.6)

For any choice of (h, g) ∈ ZN × ZN , we define

Y g,h = Xg
NZ

h
N . (2.7)

From the commutation relation of XN and ZN , we obtain

Y g,hY k,l = ωhk−glN Y k,lY g,h. (2.8)

The eigenstates of ZN are |h〉 with corresponding eigenvalues ωhN , and the eigenstates
of XN are

|ψg〉 =
1√
N

∑
h∈ZN

ωghN |h〉 (2.9)

with the corresponding eigenvalues ω−gN . Using the notations in Ref. [6], we have

Lg+|x〉 = Xg
N |x〉, Lg−|x〉 = (X†N )g|x〉. (2.10)

And also ZgN |x〉 = ωgxN |x〉, (Z†N )g|x〉 = ω−gxN |x〉. Hereinafter, to avoid cluttering of equa-
tions, we will denote XN and ZN simply by X and Z whenever there is no ambiguity.

The quantum double model can be constructed using these operators. For a given edge
direction’s configuration of a vertex and a face (e.g., in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)), we define

A(v) = X†1X
†
2X3X4, B(f) = Z†1Z2Z3Z

†
4. (2.11)

They are unitary but not Hermitian in general. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.3) becomes

H = −
∑

v∈V (Σ)

1

N

∑
h∈ZN

A(v)h −
∑

f∈F (Σ)

1

N

∑
h∈ZN

B(f)h, (2.12)

where Av = 1
N

∑
h∈ZN A(v)h and Bf = 1

N

∑
h∈ZN B(f)h are local stabilizers. In fact, the

first identity follows from Eq. (2.10) immediately, and the second follows from

1

N

∑
h∈ZN

B(f)h
∣∣ x1x3

x4

x2 〉
=

1

N

∑
h∈ZN

ω
(−x1+x2+x3−x4)h
N

∣∣ x1x3

x4

x2 〉

= δ−x1+x2+x3−x4,0
∣∣ x1x3

x4

x2 〉
= Bf

∣∣ x1x3

x4

x2 〉
.

(2.13)
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Note that we have used the identity (1/N)
∑

h∈ZN ω
gh
N = δg,0, ∀ g ∈ ZN .

Notice that for Z2 case (toric code), one usually shifts the local terms by a constant,
namely,

Av = I +A(v) = I +X ⊗X ⊗X ⊗X, Bf = I +B(f) = I + Z ⊗ Z ⊗ Z ⊗ Z. (2.14)

But we will take A(v) = X ⊗X ⊗X ⊗X and B(f) = Z ⊗ Z ⊗ Z ⊗ Z as local stabilizers.
This point of view can also be generalized to the ZN case.

Proposition 1. The ground state space of the ZN quantum double model is given by

VGS = { |ψ〉 |A(v)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉, B(f)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉, ∀ v, f}. (2.15)

Proof. For vertex stabilizers, it is clear that A(v)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 implies Av|ψ〉 = |ψ〉. The reverse
direction can be obtained by taking the spectral decomposition A(v) =

∑
λ e

iθλΠλ, where
θλ = 2πλ/N (λ ∈ ZN ), and Πλ is the projection to the corresponding eigenspace of A(v).
This implies that

Av =
1

N

∑
g∈ZN

A(v)g =
∑
λ

 1

N

∑
g∈ZN

eigθλ

Πλ = Π0. (2.16)

From this we see that Av|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 implies that A(v)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉. For face stabilizers, we can
similarly show that conditions B(f)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 and Bf |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 are equivalent. �

Ribbon operator and excitations. —Notice that each group element of ZN is a conjugacy
class [g] = {g} and all their centralizers are the Abelian group ZN , thus N irreps π are
all one dimensional. There are N2 different anyons, from Eq. (2.4), all of these anyons
have quantum dimension 1, thus the resulting topological phase A(N) = Rep(D(ZN )) is an
Abelian phase:

A(N) = {1, eg,mh, εg,h = eg ⊗mh}. (2.17)

We will also use the notion εg,0 = eg, ε0,h = mh and ε0,0 = 1. The electric charge eg is
associated with a vertex v such that A(v)|ψ〉 = ωgN |ψ〉; the magnetic chargemh is associated
with a face f such that B(f)|ψ〉 = ωhN |ψ〉; and dynon εg,h is associated with a site s = (v, f)

such that both of the above conditions hold.
Since ZN is Abelian, the ribbon operator F g,hρ over a ribbon ρ becomes two string

operators, F g,hρ = (⊗i∈∂ρZ(i)g) ⊗ (⊗j∈∂̄ρX(j)h), where ∂ρ and ∂̄ρ respectively denote the
direct boundary and dual boundary of ρ. Notice that here the string operators are con-
structed in a way such that they are consistent with the definition of vertex operators and
face operators; for example, a Zg-string operator along a direct path ∂ρ = e1e2 · · · en is
defined as

Zg(∂ρ) = ⊗i∈∂ρZ(i)g, (2.18)

where we set Z(i) = Z when the direction of the edge ei is the same as the direction of the
path, otherwise we set Z(i) = Z†. Similarly for Xh-strings (the direction of the dual edge
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is defined as the direction obtained by rotating π/2 of the direct edge counterclockwise). A
Zg-string creates eg and e−g particles over two ends of the string. Similarly, an Xh-string
creates mh and m−h particles over two ends of the string.

The fusion rule is given by

(eg ⊗mh)⊗ (ek ⊗ml) = eg+k ⊗mh+l. (2.19)

The fusion rule is invariant under an exchanging of electric and magnetic charges e ↔ m.
Different anyons can also braid with each other, and both fusion and braiding can be realized
in the lattice using string operators.

Although we will mainly study the quantum double lattice realization of Abelian phase
A(N), it is also helpful to investigate the phase from the string-net perspective in some
situations (especially when in the category-theoretic framework). In this case, the input
data is a UFC C = Rep(ZN ), and the topological excitation is characterized by its Drinfeld
center Z(C). In [30], it is pointed out that the topological excitations can also be regarded
as point defects in the bulk. A point defect is a zero-dimensional defect between two bulk
trivial domain walls. It is mathematically described by a bimodule functor between two
C|C-bimodules, thus Z(C) ' FunC|C(C,C) where FunC|C(C,C) is the category of all bimodule
functors. To summarize, the cyclic Abelian topological phase is characterized by UMTCs

A(N) = Rep(D(ZN )) ' Z(Rep(ZN )) ' Z(Vect(ZN ))

' FunRep(ZN )|Rep(ZN )(Rep(ZN ),Rep(ZN ))

' FunVectZN |VectZN
(VectZN ,VectZN ).

(2.20)

These different realizations of the same topological phase are Morita equivalent.

2.2 General Abelian group model

Let us now extend the 2d cyclic group model to the Abelian group case. According to the
fundamental theorem of Abelian groups, a finite Abelian group G can be decomposed as

G ∼= ZN1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ZNn , (2.21)

for which |G| = pα1
1 · · · pαnn and Ni = pαii (pi’s are prime numbers). We denote g ∈ G as

an n-tuples g = (g1, · · · , gn), where gi ∈ ZNi . All irreducible representations of G are one
dimensional; we introduce their corresponding characters as

χg(k) = exp

2πi

n∑
j=1

gjkj
Nj

 . (2.22)

Notice that χg(a + b) = χg(a)χg(b) and χgχh = χg+h. The set of all characters forms a
dual group G∨ which is isomorphic to G.

To each edge of the lattice, we attach a Hilbert space He = C[G] ∼= CN1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ CNn ,
where for g ∈ G, |g〉 = |g1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |gn〉. We introduce the following operators

Xg
G =

∑
h∈G
|h+ g〉〈h|, ZgG =

∑
h∈G

χg(h)|h〉〈h|. (2.23)
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If we denote XNi and ZNi the operators introduced in Eq. (2.5) for cyclic group ZNi , it is
clear that

XG = ⊗ni=1XNi , ZG = ⊗ni=1ZNi . (2.24)

and Xg
G = (XG)g = ⊗ni=1X

gi
Ni
, ZgG = (ZG)g = ⊗ni=1Z

gi
Ni
.

The vertex operator is of the form

A(v) =
∏
j∈∂v

XG(j), Av =
1

|G|
∑
g∈G

A(v)g, (2.25)

and the face operator is of the form

B(f) =
∏
j∈∂f

ZG(j), Bf =
1

|G|
∑
g∈G

B(f)g. (2.26)

Notice that χg(h) = χh(g) and thus that
∑

g∈G χg(h1) · · ·χg(hn) =
∑

g∈G χh1+···+hn(g) =

δh1+···+hn,e (here e = 0). Operators A(v) and B(f) are unitary but not Hermitian, their
eigenvalues are ωgG = exp(2πi

∑n
j=1

gj
Nj

). The ground state manifold is the invariant state
space of A(v) and B(f).

Proposition 2. The ground state space of the Abelian group quantum double model is given
by

VGS = { |ψ〉 |A(v)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉, B(f)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉, ∀ v, f}. (2.27)

This can be proved in a similar way as the cyclic group case.

3 Algebraic theory of Z2 symmetry enriched Abelian topological order

Before discussing the Z2 enriched Abelian topological order, let us first review the general
algebraic theory of SET. The main object we are going to discuss is symmetry defect,
which is a point-like object but not intrinsic topological excitation of the topological order.
It plays an important role in our understanding of symmetries of the topological order.

3.1 Categorical symmetry of topological phase

We first review the definition of categorical symmetry of the topological phase [23–25],
which is universal, namely, it is independent of the specific Hamiltonian realization of the
phase.

To motivate the definition, let us recall that for Ising phase, which is an equivalence class
of Hamiltonian Ising = {(HIsing,HIsing)}. For a k-site Hamiltonian Hk, the full symmetry
of the phase is Uk, which is a set of unitary (or antiunitary) operators Uk ∈ B(Hk),Hk ∈
Ising such that UkHk = HkUk. By saying that the phase has a G symmetry, we mean that
for each k ∈ Z+, there is a homomorphism ρk : G→ Uk. The above discussion of symmetry
is based on the Hamiltonian realization of the phase. To introduce the universal symmetry
of the phase, which does not depend on the Hamiltonian realization, we need to introduce
the concept of categorification of a group G (also known as 2-group).
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The categorification of G is denoted as G, whose objects are elements of G and the
Hom(g, h) = δg,h, i.e., there is no morphism between different elements and for g there
is only one morphism to itself (identity morphism), namely, G is regarded as a discrete
category. We can define the tensor product for the category G as g ⊗ h := gh, the tensor
unit is thus the identity element e = 1 ∈ G. Equipped with this tensor product, G becomes
a strict monoidal category. Here we also introduce some other crucial algebraic notions
which will be used later in our discussion:

• We denote Autbr⊗ (D) the group of braided monoidal autoequivalences of a UMTC D

up to natural isomorphisms, and Aut⊗(C) the group of monoidal autoequivalences of
a UFC C up to natural isomorphisms.

• Let Inv(C) be the group of invertible objects in a UFC C with group operation given
by tensor product and unit given by tensor unit.

• The Brauer-Picard group BrPic(C) of a UFC C is the group of equivalence classes of
invertible C-bimodule categories with respect to the C-module tensor product for the
UFC C, and we have the group isomorphism BrPic(C) ' Autbr⊗ (Z(C)) and monoidal
equivalence BrPic(C) ' Autbr⊗ (Z(C)).

• The Picard group Pic(D) of UMTC D is the group of invertible D-modules (which can
be regarded as D-bimodules using the braiding of D). There are a group isomorphism
Pic(D) ' Autbr⊗ (D) and a monoidal equivalence Pic(D) ' Autbr⊗ (D).

For topological phase UMTC D, the full symmetry is characterized by Autbr⊗ (D). When
the phase is non-chiral, D = Z(C) for a UFC C, then the full symmetry is equivalently
characterized by the Brauer-Picard group of C, Picard group of D, and braided monoidal
equivalence group of D, viz.,

Autbr⊗ (D) ' BrPic(C) ' Pic(D). (3.1)

A functor ϕ ∈ Autbr⊗ (D) can be regarded as a symmetry of the topological phase, it may
permute the topological charge of the phase ϕ(a) = a′ but the vacuum charge must be left
invariant ϕ(1) = 1. The gauge invariant information of the phase must be left invariant
under the symmetry transformation, thus we have

fusion multiplicity: N c
ab = N c′

a′b′ ; (3.2)

quantum dimension: FPdim a = FPdim a′; (3.3)

F -matrix : F bcda = F b
′c′d′
a′ ; (3.4)

braiding: Rcab = Rc
′
a′b′ ; (3.5)

topological spin: θa = θa′ ; (3.6)

modular matrix: Sab = Sa′b′ . (3.7)

A G symmetry of D is a group homomorphism ρ : G → Autbr⊗ (D). If ρ can be promoted
into a monoidal functor ρ : G→ Autbr⊗ (D), it is referred to as a categorical global symmetry
of D. Technically, it consists of the following data:
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(a) unitary braided monoidal functors (ρ
g
, sg)g∈G where ρ

g
:= ρ(g) and sX,Yg : ρ

g
(X ⊗

Y )
'→ ρ

g
(X)⊗ ρ

g
(Y ) and s1g : ρ

g
(1)

'→ 1 are isomorphisms. Here “braided monoidal
functor” means that the functor preserves the tensor product and braiding;

(b) natural isomorphisms γg,h : ρ
gh

'→ ρ
g
◦ ρ

h
and γe : ρ

e

'→ idD. For an anyon a ∈ D, we
will denote the g action simply by g(a) := ρ

g
(a) when there is no ambiguity. Then,

in terms of objects, we have gh(a)
'→ g(h(a)) and 1G(a)

'→ a.

The action of global symmetry on simple objects ofD is just like a permutation, namely,
for a ∈ Irr(D), g(a) ∈ Irr(D). In particular, g(1) = 1 for all g ∈ G. The topological phase
D is left invariant under the categorical global symmetry.

3.2 Symmetry defects and SET phase

For a topological phase D with a categorical symmetry G, we can introduce the point-
like defects carrying flux associated with symmetry g ∈ G, such kind of defects is called
symmetry defects.

Since symmetry defects are extrinsic objects of a topological phase D, to describe it,
extra data are needed. For a given symmetry group G of the topological phase D, it turns
out that a symmetry defect carrying g-flux can be modeled with simple objects in a D-
bimodule category Dg. We refer to the collection Dg of symmetric defects with g-flux as
g-defect sector and denote objects in Dg as ag with a g-subscript, and D0 = D (here we use
0 to denote identity of G instead of 1G) is called the trivial sector. Since symmetric defect
behaves like a point-particle, anyons in D can fuse with defects, and defects in different
sectors can also fuse, this means that ⊕g∈GDg forms a multi-fusion category. We can also
consider the braiding of defects and anyons, these data give a G-crossed UBFC structure.

In summary, the bulk phase with G-symmetry defects are characterized by a G-crossed
UBFC P = D×G which is a G-crossed unitary braided extension of D with respect to the
categorical symmetry ρ : G→ Autbr

⊗ (D); it consists of the following data:
(a) a (not necessarily faithful1) G-grading P = D×G = ⊕g∈GDg, and the fusion is G-

crossed fusion, namely, for ag ∈ Dg, bh ∈ Dh, ag ⊗ bh ∈ Dgh for all g, h ∈ G;
(b) a G-action ρ : G → Aut⊗(P) extending the action on D0 = D, which satisfies

g(Dh) = Dghg−1 for all g, h ∈ G. The associator for ρ
g
is denoted as sg and the associator

between ρ
gh

and ρ
g
◦ ρ

h
is denoted as γg,h;

(c) a G-crossed braiding which extends the braiding on D0 = D. It is a set of natural
isomorphisms cag ,b : ag ⊗ b→ g(b)⊗ ag with ag ∈ Dg and b ∈ P, graphically

agg(b) ag

bag

. (3.8)

1A faithful G-grading is a grading ⊕g∈GDg for which each sector Dg 6= 0.
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These data are required to satisfy certain consistency conditions. We refer the interested
readers to [31–33] for details of the definition. The phase P = D×G is usually referred to as
the SET phase.

It is natural to ask that for a given topological phase D and global G symmetry ρ :

G → Autbr⊗ (D), if such extension exists. This is studied extensively in [23, 24, 33]. To
introduce the symmetric defect and give a well-defined fusion rule, the first obstruction
is the cohomology class O3(ρ) ∈ H3(G, Inv(D)) where Inv(D) is the group of invertible
objects in D. This is the same as the obstruction to lifting group homomorphism ρ to a
categorical group homomorphism. If this obstruction vanishes, the consistent fusion rules
of defects can be defined but the fusion rule is not unique, they are parameterized by
cohomology classes α ∈ H2(G, Inv(D)). Now when we have the consistent fusion rule,
which is given by a pair (ρ, α), the fusion operation may not be associative, this is the
obstruction O4(ρ, α) ∈ H4(G,U(1)). When the obstruction vanishes, the resulting fusion
category is parameterized by β ∈ H3(G,U(1)). See [23, 24, 33] for details.

There are two useful properties about the bulk phase with symmetry defects D×G =

⊕g∈GDg that we will use later:

• The number of simple objects in Dg (called rank of Dg) is equal to the number of
fixed points of the action ρg on Irr(D) (see [24]).

• The Frobenius-Perron dimensions of different sectors ofD×G are equal, that is FPdim(Dg) =

FPdim(Dh) for all g, h ∈ G (see [34, Proposition 3.23]).

For G-enriched SET phase P = D×G, it is called non-chiral if there exist a UFC C and
G-graded UFC C×G such that P = ZC(C×G) ' ⊕g∈GZC(Cg) and Dg = ZC(Cg), otherwise it is
called chiral. Here ZC is a relative center concerning C. The SET phases we will discuss
later are all assumed to be non-chiral.

3.3 Symmetry-gauged SET phase

The symmetry defects with flux g ∈ G are extrinsic defects, it is realized microscopically
by deforming the uniform Hamiltonian H0. When we regard the symmetry defects as
dynamical objects, we can discuss their confinement and deconfinement. If the energy cost
to separate two symmetry defects grows with the distance between them, they are confined,
meanwhile, if the energy cost to separate them is finite and independent of their distance,
they are deconfined. When the G-symmetry defects are deconfined, the corresponding
global G-symmetry of the phase effectively becomes an emergent local gauge invariance at
the long-wavelength limit; this process is generally known as symmetry-gauging [23, 24].
For a SET phase P = D×G, after gauging the symmetry group G, the symmetry defects
become deconfined quasiparticles of the gauged phase and the resultant phase is described
by a UMTC PG = (D×G)G.

Mathematically, the symmetry gauging of the SET phase is characterized by the equiv-
ariantization of the G-crossed UBFC D×G.

For a given G-crossed UBFC D×G, and a subgroup H of G, an H-equivariant object in
D×G is a pair (X, {uh}h∈H) consisting of an object X ∈ D×G and a collection of isomorphisms
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uh : ρh(X)
'→ X for all h ∈ H such that the following diagram commutes for all h ∈ H:

g(h(X)) g(X)

gh(X) X

g(uh)

γXg,h ug

ugh

(3.9)

AnH-equivariant morphism betweenH-equivariant objects (X, {uh}h∈H) and ((Y, {vh}h∈H))

is a morphism f ∈ HomD×G
(X,Y ) such that the following diagram commutes:

h(X) X

h(Y ) Y

uh

h(f) f

vh

(3.10)

The tensor product between objects (X, {uh}h∈H) and ((Y, {vh}h∈H)) is defined as

(X, {uh}h∈H)⊗ ((Y, {vh}h∈H)) = (X ⊗ Y, {(uh ⊗ vh) ◦ sX,Yh }h∈H) (3.11)

where sX,Yg : h(X⊗Y )→ h(X)⊗h(Y ) is the associator for the functor ρ
h
. The tensor unit

is (1D, tg : g(1D) → 1D). All H-equivariant objects in D×G with morphisms H-equivariant
morphisms form a fusion category, which we refer to as H-equivariantization of D×G and
denote it as (D×G)H . When H = G, (D×G)G is also known as equivariantization of D×G.

In [35], it is proved that for G-crossed extension of UMTC D, the equivariantization
(D×G)G is a UMTC. Therefore, after gauging the symmetry, the resulting SET phase can be
understood just like the usual anyon model. Via the symmetry gauge, the G-crossed UBFC
description of the SET phase can be related to the modular extension description [22, 36].

3.4 EM duality symmetry enriched Abelian SET phase

We are now in a position to discuss the EM duality enriched SET phase for Abelian quantum
double phase A(N). As shown in [24, 37], these SET phases are characterized by the relative
center of Tambara-Yamagami categories [38], thus, they are non-chiral SET phases. In this
part, we will present a detailed discussion of these phases and their lattice realization. In
the next section, we will show that these Tambara-Yamagami categories are the boundary
phases.

For Abelian phase A(N), consider the EM duality Z2 = {0, 1} symmetry

ρ : Z2 → Autbr⊗ (A(N)), (3.12)

for which ρ
0

= id and ρ
1
permutes electric and magnetic charges e↔ m (this ρ

1
is the EM

duality symmetry). The anyon sector is just the ZN anyons A(N)0 = Rep(D(ZN )). For
1-flux symmetry defect sector A(N)1, notice that there are N topological charges that is
invariant under the action of ρ

1
, they are εg,g for all g ∈ ZN . As we have pointed at the

end of Subsection 3.2, A(N)1 has N simple objects, we denote them as σ0, · · · , σN−1. The
corresponding SET phase thus is

A(N)×Z2
= A(N)0 ⊕A(N)1 = {1, eg,mh, εg,h} ⊕ {σ0, · · · , σN−1}. (3.13)
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This is the relative center of the Tambara-Yamagami category for cyclic group ZN .
Tambara and Yamagami completely classified the Z2-graded fusion categories whose all

but one element is invertible, and the only non-invertible simple object carry a nontrivial
symmetry flux. For ZN case,

TY(ZN ) = TY(ZN )0 ⊕ TY(ZN )1 = {a|a ∈ ZN} ⊕ {σ}. (3.14)

The fusion rule is given by

a⊗ b = a⊕ b, a⊗ σ = σ ⊗ a = σ, σ ⊗ σ = ⊕a∈ZNa. (3.15)

The accociator α is parameterized by nondegenerate bicharacter χ : ZN × ZN → C× and
square root τ of |ZN |−1 = 1/N , and the unit morphisms are the identity maps. TY(ZN ) is
rigid, a∗ = −a and σ∗ = σ. The quantum dimensions are FPdim a = 1 for all a ∈ ZN and
dimσ =

√
N . See Appendix A for a detailed discussion.

From the relative center construction [39], the fusion rules of the SET phase A(ZN )×Z2

can be calculated. The fusion between anyon remains unchanged, for fusion involving
symmetry defects, we have

εg,h ⊗ σk = σk ⊗ εg,h = σk+g−h, σk ⊗ σl = ⊕gεg+k+l,g. (3.16)

The braiding structure can also be calculated. The EM duality symmetry operation ρ
1

exchanges the electric and magnetic charges, however, the symmetry defects are invariant
under EM duality symmetry.

4 Two algebraic theories of gapped boundary

A crucial feature of topologically ordered phases is the boundary-bulk duality [40], the
boundary phase is obtained from bulk by anyon condensation, and the bulk phase is re-
covered from the boundary by taking Drinfeld center. Here we discuss a generalization of
the above picture to the case of the SET phase. We will discuss the boundary theory of
SET phase via anyon condensation. We first review the existing anyon condensation theory
based on Lagrangian algebra. Then we propose a new anyon condensation theory based on
Frobenius algebra and prove the equivalence of two approaches in describing the gapped
boundaries.

4.1 Bulk-to-boundary condensation I

Consider a 2d (not necessarily non-chiral) phase D enriched by symmetry group G, and
the corresponding SET phase is described by a G-crossed UBFC P1 = D×G. Suppose that
an anyon condensation happens in a region inside the phase P1, during the condensation
process, some anyons are confined in the domain wall and the others become deconfined
and can cross the domain wall to enter the condensed phase, and similarly for twist defects.
From this picture, if the symmetry group G of the SET phase is broken into a subgroup
K ≤ G, the condensed phase is described by another K-crossed UBFC P2 = F×K , and the
domain wall between them is a 1d phase described by a G-crossed UFC P1|2 = W×G. When
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the symmetry group G is completely broken and P2 becomes a trivial phase, the domain
wall becomes a gapped boundary. In this part, we will discuss the relations between these
phases using natural physical requirements.

From the anyon condensation theory between two topological phases D and F without
symmetry, the anyon condensation is controlled by a condensable algebra A ∈ D [41].

Definition 1. A condensable algebra A in a UMTC D is an algebra with multiplication
µA : A⊗A→ A and unit map ηA : 1→ A such that:

(a) A is commutative, i.e., µA ◦ cA,A = µA where cA,A is the braiding map in D;

(b) A is separable, i.e., µA : A ⊗ A → A splits as a morphism of A-bimodule. Namely,
there is an A-bimodule map eA : A→ A⊗A such that µA ◦ eA = idA;

(c) A is connected, viz., dim HomD(1, A) = 1, the vacuum charge 1 only appears once in
the decomposition of A = 1⊕ a⊕ b⊕ · · · .

If an algebra only satisfies (i) and (ii), it is called an étale algebra [42]. If a condensable
algebra A satisfies (FPdimA)2 = FPdimD :=

∑
a∈Irr(D)(FPdim a)2, then A is called a

Lagrangian algebra

The condensable algebra determines the anyon condensation from one phase D to
another phase F with domain wall W. When the phase F = Hilb is a trivial topolog-
ical phase, the gapped domain wall becomes a gapped boundary and the corresponding
condensable algebra must be Lagrangian. In [43], it is proved that an algebra A is com-
mutative if and only if, when A decompose into direct sum of simple objects in D as
A = ⊕a∈Irr(D)N

a
Aa, all a’s in the decomposition are bosonic (topological spin θa = 1)

if Na
A 6= 0. This means that A is a coherent superposition of bosons. In [44], it is

shown that A is separable if and only if for any a, b ∈ D, there is a partial isometry
Hom(a,A) ⊗ Hom(b, A) → Hom(a ⊗ b, A); and (FPdimA)2 = FPdimD if and only if, for
all a, b ∈ Irr(D), we have Na

AN
b
A ≤

∑
c∈Irr(D)N

c
abN

c
A where N c

ab are fusion coefficients of a, b.
These results can help us to determine the Lagrangian algebras of a given bulk phase D. It
is worth mentioning that the algebra object A cannot uniquely determine the Lagrangian
algebra, there exist examples of Lagrangian algebras (A,µA, ηA) and (A,µ′A, η

′
A) with the

same algebra object but non-isomorphic Lagrangian algebra structures [45].
Let us now recall what happens for anyons during the condensation from UMTC D to

UMTC F with a gapped domain wall W. The condensation is controlled by a condensable
algebra A ∈ D, and A is the vacuum (tensor unit) of the condensed phase F. When an
anyon a of D moves into the vicinity of domain wall between D and F, it will fuse with A.
The resulting domain wall phase W is thus given by the monoidal functor • ⊗ A. These
fused anyons form a right A-module category: W = ModA(D). Some of the domain wall
anyons are confined in the domain wall, while some others are deconfined that they can
cross the wall and become an anyon of condensed phase F. The deconfined anyons are local
A-modules in W, thus F = ModlocA (D).

In order to generalize the above picture for anyon condensation to the case of SET
phase, the first thing we need to consider is the condition for a categorical symmetry
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K ↪→ G→ Autbr⊗ (D) to be preserved after anyon condensation. This has been extensively
studied in [25], and it is shown that this is equivalent to two conditions:

(a) For each k ∈ K, k(A) is isomorphic to A as algebras;

(b) There is a K-equivariant algebra structure uK = {uk : k(A)→ A}k∈K on A.

This means that A must be a K-equivariant condensable algebra. Assume that the symme-
try group G is preserved during the anyon condensation, viz., the above two conditions of A
hold for group G. The anyon condensation of D0 = D sector remains unchanged. For g-flux
symmetry defect sector Dg, similar to anyons, these g-flux defects fuse with A and results in
an A-module category Wg = ModA(Dg). Some g-flux symmetry defects are confined in the
domain wall and others are deconfined, thus they can cross the domain wall to become g-flux
defects in the condensed phase. The deconfined defects in A-module framework are thus
g-local modules [25]: a module M is called g-local if µM = µM ◦ (ug ⊗ idM ) ◦ cM,A ◦ cA,M .
Notice that here the g-local module condition is a natural result of the g-crossed braiding.
To summarize, the condensed phase is given by

F×G = ⊕g∈G(Wg)dc ' ⊕g∈GModg-loc
A (Dg). (4.1)

Here Modg-loc
A (Dg) denotes the category of g-local modules in Dg.

For unitary G-crossed braided extension D×G of anyon model D, the domain wall phase
determined by the condensable algebra A is W×G ' ModA(D×G) ' ⊕g∈GModA(Dg), and the
condensation is described as

D×G
•⊗A−→W×G ' ModA(D×G) ' ⊕g∈GModA(Dg)→ F×G = ⊕g∈GModg-loc(Dg). (4.2)

When A is a Lagrangian algebra, and all symmetries are broken, then Fg = ∅ for all g 6= 1G,
so the condensed phase is the trivial phase Hilb. In this case, we obtain a gapped boundary
W×G ' ModA(D×G) ' ⊕g∈GModA(Dg), which is a G-crossed UFC.

4.2 Bulk-to-boundary condensation II

Now we give another way to describe the anyon condensation of the SET phase using the
quotient category construction, which generalizes the anyon condensation process presented
in [44]. This description is also very powerful for us to investigate the gapped boundaries.
To this end, we first introduce the notion of special Frobenius algebra.

Definition 2. Let D be a tensor category, a Frobenius algebra in D is a quintuple (F, µ, η,∆, ε)

with F ∈ D, µ : F ⊗F → F , η : 1→ F , ∆ : F → F ⊗F and ε : F → 1, such that (F, µ, η)

forms an algebra and (F,∆, ε) forms a coalgebra and

(idF ⊗ µ) ◦ (∆⊗ idF ) = ∆ ◦ µ = (µ⊗ idF ) ◦ (idF ⊗∆). (4.3)

A Frobenius algebra is called special if there exist α, β ∈ C× such that

µ ◦ ∆ = αidF , ε ◦ η = βid1. (4.4)

When α = 1 and β = FPdimF , it is called normalized-special.
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A condensable algebra (A,µA, ηA) in UMTC D is a normalized-special Frobenius alge-
bra, see [41] for a proof.

Definition 3 (Pre-quotient category D/F ). Let D be a BFC and F a special Frobenius
algebra in D. The pre-quotient category D/F consists of the following data:

(a) objects Obj(D/F ) = Obj(D);
(b) morphisms are defined as HomD/F (X,Y ) := HomD(F ⊗X,Y ) and the composition

between f ∈ HomD/F (X,Y ) and g ∈ HomD/F (Y,Z) is defined as g ◦ f := g ◦ (idF ⊗ f) ◦

(∆⊗ idX);
(c) tensor product is defined as X ⊗D/F Y := X ⊗D Y and for morphisms f ∈

HomD/F (X,Y ), g ∈ HomD/F (Z,W ), f ⊗D/F g := (f ⊗ g) ◦ (idF ⊗ cF,X ⊗ idZ) ◦ (∆ ⊗
idX ⊗ idZ).

The functor Q : D→ D/F , which maps objectX toX and morphism f ∈ HomD(X,Y )

to ε ⊗ f ∈ HomD/F (X,Y ), is a faithful monoidal functor. Since we would like to describe
the anyon condensation using the pre-quotient category, the problem is that D/F may not
be semisimple, thus we need the following definition.

Definition 4 (Idempotent completion or Karoubi envelope). For the pre-quotient category
D/F , we can define its canonical idempotent completion as the category Q(D, F ) which
consists of the following data:

(a) The objects in Q(D, F ) is Obj(Q(D, F )) = {(X, p) |X ∈ Obj(D/F ), p = p2 ∈
EndD/F (X)}, here p : F ⊗X → X is known as an idempotent of X;

(b) The morphisms of Q(D, F ) are given by

HomQ(D,F )((X, p), (Y, q)) := {f ∈ HomD/F (X,Y )|f ◦ p = q ◦ f}.

All other structures of Q(D, F ) are inherited from D/F .

The anyon condensation is controlled by normalized-special Frobenius algebra structure
of a condensable algebra A in D. The vacuum of the gapped domain wall turns out to be
A and the wall excitation W is the idempotent completion Q(D, A) of the pre-quotient
category D/A. The condensation from phase D to domain wall phase W is given by the
functor

D
Q−→ D/A

I.C.−→ Q(D, A), (4.5)

where Q and I.C. represents the pre-quotient functor and idempotent complete functor
respectively. Notice that gapped wall phase is a 1d phase, thus is described by the UFC
W ' Q(D, A). The quantum dimension of the domain wall phase W is [34]

FPdimW = FPdimQ(D, A) =
FPdimD

FPdimA
. (4.6)

It is proved that the category Q(D, A) is equivalent to the A-module category ModA(D) in
D [34], thus the domain wall phase can also be described by the category ModA(D) and
the condensation is given by the functor

F : D→ ModA(D), X 7→ A⊗X, (4.7)
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where A⊗X automatically has an A-module structure originating from the algebra structure
of A. The adjoint functor of F is the forgetful functor I : ModA(D) → D, (M,µM ) 7→ M .
This matches well with the anyon condensation description we have discussed before.

Let us now see what happens for symmetry defect sector Dg. In this case, to ensure
that the symmetry K ≤ G is not broken, A must have a K-equivariant Frobenius structure.
For simplicity, we assume that the entire symmetry group G is not broken. Since Xg ∈ Dg

behaves like a point particle, when it is dragged near the domain wall, it undergoes the same
physical process as the anyons. Therefore, the domain wall defect sector is the idempotent
completion Q(Dg, A) of the pre-quotient category Dg/A. For G-crossed UBFC D×G, the
condensable algebra A gives the domain wall phase as W×G ' Q(D×G, A) ' ⊕g∈GQ(Dg, A),
and the condensation is described as

D×G
Q−→ D×G/A ' ⊕g∈G(Dg/A)

I.C.−→W×G = Q(D×G, A) ' ⊕g∈GQ(Dg, A). (4.8)

For each domain wall g-sector Wg, we have the decomposition

Wg = (Wg)c ⊕ (Wg)dc, (4.9)

where “c” and “dc” represent confined and deconfined respectively. The deconfined g-flux
defect Xg must have g-trivial double braiding with the vacuum (A, uG = {ug : g(A)→ A})
of the condensed phase,

(ug ⊗ idXg) ◦ cXg ,A ◦ cA,Xg = idA⊗Xg . (4.10)

Graphically, we have

XgA

A Xg

ug

=

A Xg

XgA

. (4.11)

Here g-trivial double braiding is a direct result of the G-crossed braiding structure of the
SET phase. The g-sector of the condensed SET phase is then Fg = (Wg)dc. Suppose that
G is not broken during the condensation, the consensed phase will be F×G = ⊕g∈GFg. When
G is completely broken, then the condensed phase is a trivial phase Hilb, and the domain
wall becomes a gapped boundary.

The equivalence of this description with the A-module description is given by

ModA(Dg) ' Q(Dg, A), ModA(D×G) ' Q(D×G, A). (4.12)

We would like to stress that the crossed tensor product between A ∈ D0 = D and Xg ∈ Dg

ensures that A⊗Xg ∈ Dg, thus Dg/A can be well-defined.
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Figure 1: The lattice realizations of smooth and rough boundaries. When an magnetic
charge moves into the smooth boundary, it condenses into the boundary vacuum; when an
electric charge moves into the boundary, it condenses into the boundary vacuum.

4.3 Example: Gapped boundaries of cyclic Abelian SET phase

Now let us consider the gapped boundaries of the Abelian SET phase A(N)×Z2
. To simplify

the discussion, we assume that N is a prime number p. Recall that A(p) is the quantum
double phase A(p) = Rep(D(Zp)). In Ref. [46], it has been argued via relative homology
group method that there are two types of boundaries of Z2-toric code: smooth and rough
ones. A more general analysis is given for general D(G)-quantum double model for finite
group G in Refs. [44, 47, 48], which indicates that the boundary is determined by a subgroup
K ⊆ G up to conjugation and a 2-cocycle ω ∈ H2(K,C×). Since there are two subgroups
K1 = Z1 andK2 = Zp (recall that we assume the order p of the cyclic group Zp is prime) and
the 2nd cohomology group for both cases are trivial, there are exactly two boundaries of the
model. The triviality of two cocycle can be seen as follows: the case that H2(Z1,C×) = 0 is
trivial; for H2(Zp,C×), using the relation that Hn(G,Z) ' Hn−1(G,Q/Z) ' Hn−1(G,C×)

for all n ≥ 2 and the fact H3(Zp,Z) = 0.
For the rough boundary characterized by K = Z1, the corresponding Lagrangian alge-

bra is Ae = 1⊕ e1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ep−1. When the electric eg particles move from the bulk to the
boundary, they condense into the vacuum of the boundary phase. The boundary excita-
tions are given by R = ModAe(A(p)) ' Q(A(p), Ae). From string-net perspective, the rough
boundary is characterized by a Rep(Zp)-module category M = Hilb, and the boundary ex-
citations are given by VectZp ' FunRep(Zp)(Hilb,Hilb) (the category of all Rep(Zp)-module
functors between Hilb to itself). To summarize,

R = ModAe(A(p)) ' Q(A(p), Ae) ' VectZp ' FunRep(Zp)(Hilb,Hilb). (4.13)

There are p simple objects in R, which we denote as I,M1, · · · ,Mp−1. Their fusion satisfies
Ma ⊗Mb = Ma+b.

Similarly, for the smooth boundary K = Zp, the corresponding Lagrangian algebra is
Am = 1 ⊕m1 ⊕ · · · ⊕mp−1. When the magnetic mg particles move from the bulk to the
boundary, they condense into the vacuum of the boundary phase. The boundary excitations
are given by S = ModAm(A(p)) ' Q(A(p), Am). From string-net perspective, the rough
boundary is characterized by a Rep(Zp)-module Rep(Zp), the corresponding topological
excitations are given by Rep(Zp) ' FunRep(Zp)(Rep(Zp),Rep(Zp)). To summarize,

S = ModAm(A(p)) ' Q(A(p), Am) ' Rep(Zp) ' FunRep(Zp)(Rep(Zp),Rep(Zp)). (4.14)
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There are p simple objects in S, which we denote as I, E1, · · · , Ep−1, their fusion satisfies
Ea ⊗ Eb = Ea+b.

Now consider the EM duality symmetry enriched phase A(p)×Z2
, under the EM duality

symmetry,
ρ

1
(Ae) = Am, ρ

1
(Am) = Ae. (4.15)

This implies that there is no Z2 equivariant algebra structure on Ae and Am, thus the
symmetry is broken during the anyon condensation. From fusion rules we presented in
Eq. (3.16), we see that

σk ⊗Ae = ⊕g∈Zpσg, ∀ k ∈ Zp, (4.16)

σl ⊗Am = ⊕g∈Zpσg, ∀ l ∈ Zp. (4.17)

We denote σ = ⊕g∈Zpσg.
Let us first consider the rough boundary phase. The bulk-to-boundary condensation

gives
A(p)×Z2

→ R×Z2
= R0 ⊕ R1 = {Mg|g ∈ Zp} ⊕ {σ} (4.18)

The fusion rule satisfies

Ma ⊗Mb = Ma+b, Ma ⊗ σ = σ ⊗Ma = σ, σ ⊗ σ = σ (4.19)

for a, b ∈ Zp. This means that the rough boundary phase is a Tambara-Yamagami category.
For the smooth boundary, the analysis is completely the same and we have

A(p)×Z2
→ S×Z2

= S0 ⊕ S1 = {Eg|g ∈ Zp} ⊕ {σ}. (4.20)

The fusion rule satisfies

Ea ⊗ Eb = Ea+b, Ea ⊗ σ = σ ⊗ Ea = σ, σ ⊗ σ = σ (4.21)

for a, b ∈ ZN . Thus the smooth boundary phase is also a Tambara-Yamagami category.
The bulk phase can be recovered from the boundary phase by taking relative center.

For completeness, let us briefly recall the construction here. Notice that for G-graded fusion
category B×G = ⊕g∈GBg, each Bg is a B0-bimodule category. The relative center of Bg with
respect to anyon sector B0 is defined as follows:

Definition 5. The objects of the relative center ZB0(Bg) are pairs (M,γ), where M ∈ Bg

and γ = {γx : x ⊗M → M ⊗ x}x∈B0 is a natural family of isomorphisms such that the
following diagram commutes,

x⊗ (M ⊗ y)
α−1
x,M,z
// (x⊗M)⊗ y γx

// (M ⊗ x)⊗ y
αM,x,y

��

x⊗ (y ⊗M)
α−1
x,y,M

//

γy

OO

(x⊗ y)⊗M γx⊗y
//M ⊗ (x⊗ y)

(4.22)

The relative center of B×G satisfies ZB0(B×G) = ⊕g∈GZB0(Bg).
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The bulk SET phase A(p)×Z2
is in fact the relative centers of R×Z2

and S×Z2
, and the rough

boundary SET phase and smooth boundary SET phase are Morita equivalent to each other.
To be more precise, we have

A(p)×Z2

•⊗Ae //

•⊗Am
��

R×Z2

ZR0

��

S×Z2

zz
Morita

::

ZS0

// A(p)×Z2

(4.23)

This commutative diagram summarizes the boundary-bulk duality for the SET phaseA(p)×Z2
.

5 Lattice realization of EM duality for Abelian phase with dislocation

Now let us consider the quantum double lattice realization of these EM duality symmetry
defects for the Abelian topological phases. The EM duality symmetry defect can be realized
by dislocation. An explicit example of the construction for the toric code model is given by
Kitaev and Kong in [30]. Here we will give a generalization to the cyclic Abelian group and
discuss the corresponding ribbon operator and topological excitations. The generalization
to arbitrary finite Abelian groups is straightforward.

Let us now consider how to construct the dislocation model of ZN quantum double
phase and how to use the ribbon operator to realize the EM duality symmetry. Recall that
the grading group now is Z2, with 1 ∈ Z2 corresponding to the EM dual symmetry.

Lattice model of dislocation. — The process works as follows: for a given ZN lattice
gauge theory H0, a pair of defects carrying symmetry fluxes g and g−1 can be created and
localized at two distant faces by modifying the original Hamiltonian with dislocation. We
can introduce a dislocation line into the original lattice such that the symmetry defects are
located at two endpoints of the dislocation line. The face operators and vertex operators
along the dislocation line need to be modified and two new face operators Qg and Qg−1 at
the endpoints of the dislocation line will be introduced, see Fig. 2 for an illustration.

Along the dislocation line, the face operators become

x1x3

x4

x2

B̃f =
1

N

∑
h∈ZN

(Z†1X
†
2Z3Z

†
4)h. (5.1)

For two endpoints of the dislocation line, we have (notice g = g−1 = 1):

x1x4

x5

x2x3

Q1
∂il

=
1

N

∑
h∈ZN

(Z†1X
†
2Y3Z4Z

†
5)h. (5.2)
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Figure 2: The lattice dislocation realization of SET phase. The face operators along the
dislocation line are modified and at two endpoints of the dislocation line, two new face
operators are introduced. When a particle a moves around the twist defect carrying the
g-flux, it becomes g(a). When the anyon εg,g moves into defect face, it will be absorded.

Here Y = XZ is the Weyl operator (the choice of operator here depends on the di-
rection of the edge x3). Similar to the vertex and face operators, we denote B̃(f) =

Z†1X
†
2Z3Z

†
4 and Q1(∂il) = Z†1X

†
2Y3Z4Z

†
5, then B̃f = (1/N)

∑
h∈ZN (B̃(f))h and Q1

∂il
=

(1/N)
∑

h∈ZN (Q1(∂il))
h. We see that all of the above local operators commute with each

other and commute with all vertex and face operators. Thus, with a dislocation line l, the
Hamiltonian becomes

H = H0 −
∑
f∈l

B̃f −Q1
∂0l −Q

1
∂1l, (5.3)

where ∂il represents the faces at the endpoints of the dislocation line l, and H0 is the bulk
Hamiltonian that does not contain the dislocation line.

Proposition 3. The ground state space of the model is given by

VGS = {|ψ〉 |A(v)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 = B(f)|ψ〉,∀ v, f ; Q1(∂0l)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 = Q1(∂1l)|ψ〉; B̃(f)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉,∀ f ∈ l}.
(5.4)

This can be proved in a similar way as that of Proposition 1. Notice that all local
operators, A(v), B(f), B̃(f), Q1(∂0l) and Q1(∂1l) are unitary operators whose eigenvalues
are ωgN , g = 0, · · · , N − 1.

EM-exchange ribbon operator. — Let us now consider how to construct the ribbon
operator across the defect line that realize the EM duality symmetry. Under the EM
duality, the electric and magnetic charges will be exchanged:

e↔ m, εa,b ↔ εb,a. (5.5)

We will see that when the bulk topological excitations pass through the dislocation line in
either way, their electric charge and magnetic charge will be exchanged.
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Figure 3: An EM-ribbon ρ crossing the dislocation line. When passing the dislocation
line, a e-particle is changed to an m-particle, and an m-particle is changed to a e-particle.

Let us first recall that a ribbon ρ consists of direct and dual triangles. The EM-exchange
ribbon is the one crossing the dislocation line, see Fig. 3. In this case, the EM-ribbon
operator is defined by

F g,hρ = (Z†1)g(X2)h(Z†3)g(Z†4)h(X5)g. (5.6)

At one end of the ribbon, an anyon εg,h = eg ⊗mh is created, when this anyon is dragged
across the dislocation line, an EM duality operation will act on this anyon and it becomes
εh,g = eh ⊗mg.

Proposition 4. The EM-exchange ribbon operator satisfies [Fρ, A(v)] = 0, [Fρ, B(f)] = 0,
and [Fρ, B̃(f)] = 0 for all vertices, faces that are not the ends of the ribbon.

Proof. One only needs to check that [Fρ, B̃(f)] = 0 for f ∈ l. Consider the configuration in
Fig. 3, where B̃(f) = Z†3X

†
4Z6Z

†
2. As (X2)hZ†2 = ω−hN Z†2(X2)h and (Z†4)hX†4 = ωhNX

†
4(Z†4)h,

one has F g,hρ B̃(f) = ω−hN ωhN B̃(f)F g,hρ = B̃(f)F g,hρ . �

The above proposition guarantees that no other topological excitations are created
during the EM exchange process. If we regard the end of the dislocation line as a symmetry
defect, then the EM exchange ribbon realize the Z2-crossed braiding given in Eq. (3.8).
The EM exchange ribbon can drag an anyon a = εg,h around the symmetry defect. When
crossing the dislocation line, the Zg-string becomes Xg string, thus the eg particle becomes
mg particle. Similarly, the Xh-string becomes Zh string, thus the mh particle becomes eh

particle. This is exactly the crossed braiding σk ⊗ a = ρ
1
(a)⊗ σk given by the EM duality

symmetry.
Another result derived from the EM exchange ribbon construction is that we can only

construct a double-braiding closed ribbon across the dislocation line. See Fig. 4. If a
ribbon crosses the dislocation line by an odd number of times, the anyon’s electric and
magnetic charges are exchanged, and we can never construct such a closed ribbon. On the
other hand, if a ribbon crosses the dislocation line by an even number of times, the anyon
remains unchanged, and thus such a closed ribbon can be constructed.
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Figure 4: (a) This type of EM-exchange closed ribbon is not possible, because it is in-
compatible in the green site (the initial/terminal site). (b) This is the only possible type of
EM-exchange closed ribbon; it must cross the dislocation line twice (or by an even number
of times).

Absorbing anyons via dislocation. — A crucial property of the two ends of the dislo-
cation line is that they behave like a non-Abelian anyon. Each end can be regarded as a
zero-dimensional defect that connects a smooth domain wall and a rough domain wall. We
can thus consider the fusion and braiding of bulk anyons with these defects and also the
fusion and braiding between these defects. An interesting phenomenon is that bulk anyons
εg,g will be absorbed by the defect. This has be proven in Eq. (3.16) via the algebraic
analysis; here we show that in the lattice realization, this can be realized via the ribbon
operators that terminate at the defect site.

From the fusion rule in Eq. (3.16), we see that anyons that are invariant under EM
duality symmetry will be absorbed when fuse with symmetry defects:

εg,g ⊗ σk = σk, ∀g ∈ ZN . (5.7)

Thus the symmetry defects can be regarded as sinks of these anyons. These fusion processes
can be realized by the blue ribbon operator F g,gξ drawn in Fig. 2. Moving the anyon εg,g is
realized by a Zg-string and an Xg string along the direct and dual boundaries of the ribbon
ξ. Since F g,gξ commutes with all vertex and face operators near the defects, the anyon εg,g

is absorbed by the defect.

Boundary lattice model. — The lattice realization of the rough and smooth boundaries
can be obtained by modifying the boundary local operators. As shown in Fig. 1, the face
operators near the smooth boundary remain unchanged, but the vertex operators become

x3

x1x2

Āv =
1

N

∑
h∈ZN

(X1X
†
2X3)h. (5.8)
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Similarly, for the rough boundary, the vertex operators remain unchanged, but the face
operators become

x3

x1x2 B̄v =
1

N

∑
h∈ZN

(Z†1Z2Z3)h. (5.9)

The condensed symmetry defect σ can be modeled by a dislocation line which connects
boundary σ with a bulk symmetry defect σk. The bulk to boundary condensation is de-
scribed by the bulk-to-boundary ribbon operators.

EM duality. — We have presented a detailed discussion of the EM duality symmetry.
In this part, let us construct a lattice realization of the EM duality for the SET phase.

Mathematically speaking, the EM duality of the quantum double model stems from
the Poincaré duality of the underlying space manifold. For a given lattice Σ = V ∪ E ∪ F ,
we introduce its dual lattice Σ∗ for which the vertices are the faces of Σ and the faces are
the vertices of Σ. Since each edge of Σ has a corresponding direction, the direction of the
corresponding dual edge e∗ is obtained by rotating by π/2 of the direct edge counterclock-
wise.

We can introduce a local unitary map Ue between He = C[ZN ] and He∗ = F (ZN ) =

C[ẐN ] with ẐN ' ZN the dual group of ZN . The local unitary operator is the generalized
Hadamard operator

Ue =
∑
g∈ZN

|ψg〉〈g| (5.10)

where |ψg〉 is the eigenstates of XN as in Eq. (2.9). Notice that

UeZU
†
e = Z∗, UeXU

†
e = X∗, (5.11)

where Z∗ =
∑

h∈ZN w
h|ψh〉〈ψh| and X∗ =

∑
h∈ZN |ψh+1〉〈ψh| are the Weyl operators in

the dual space basis. Then global unitary operator UΣ = ⊗e∈EUe gives a duality between
quantum double models D(ZN )Σ on Σ and D(ẐN )Σ∗ on Σ∗:

UΣA
Σ
v U
†
Σ = BΣ∗

v , UΣB
Σ
f U
†
Σ = AΣ∗

f . (5.12)

Figure 5: The direct and dual lattice of the symmetry enriched quantum double model.
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Now for the SET phase A(N)×Z2
with boundaries, all of the bulk symmetry defect opera-

tors, face and vertex operators along the dislocation line, and the boundary operators are
transformed in a similar way. See Fig. 5 for an illustration of the direct and dual lattices
of SET. From this EM duality, the electric charge on the vertex of Σ becomes a magnetic
charge on the face. When the model has a gapped smooth boundary, the EM duality maps
it into a rough boundary, and similarly, a rough boundary is mapped to a smooth boundary.
Thus EM duality allows us to understand the smooth boundary and rought boundary from
each other’s perspective.

For non-Abelian group G, there is no EM duality, but the partial EM duality for
some Abelian subgroups can be constructed [12]. The more general setting is for the Hopf
algebraic model, in which the EM duality can be established using the Tannaka-Krein
duality [14]. Our construction here provides a simple example for further investigation of
the extended Tannaka-Krein duality, which is applied for the G-crossed UBFC together
with a corresponding Lagrangian algebra A. This general case will be discussed in our
other work.

The EM duality provides a way to understand the direct lattice model D(ZN )Σ and
dual lattice model D(ZN )Σ∗ from each other’s perspective. For example, if we obtain
the ground state |Ω〉Σ of the direct lattice, our explicit construction of EM duality allows
us to obtain the group state of the dual lattice directly from the unitary transformation
|Ω〉Σ∗ = UΣ|Ω〉Σ. For excited states, using the duality for ribbon operators, we also have
this correspondence.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we systematically investigated the simplest class of SET phases, EM duality
symmetry enriched cyclic Abelian topological phase A(N)×Z2

. The phase is studied via both
algebraic analysis and lattice Hamiltonian realizations. The ZN quantum double phase
has EM duality symmetry, a Z2 symmetry, which is a special case of the more general
categorical symmetry. Using this symmetry, the A(N) phase can be enriched into a SET
phase. By introducing the anyon condensation process for the SET phase, the gapped
boundaries are discussed in detail. From the boundary-bulk duality discussion, we show
that the SET phase A(N)×Z2

is characterized by the relative center of Morita equivalent
Tambara-Yamagami categories, which corresponds to different gapped boundaries. We also
present an explicit lattice relation of this SET phase and its gapped boundaries and the
explicit lattice realization of the EM duality is constructed.

The general lattice Hamiltonian constructions of SET phase are still largely unex-
ploited. There are some constructions for special examples of SET phases [49–51]. The
symmetry-enriched string-net model is discussed in [52], which is conjectured to realize a
large class of SET phases. There are also some trials for introducing new tools for studying
the SET phase, including tensor network representation and neural network representation
of topological quantum states of the SET phases [53–57]. However, a systematic construc-
tion based on Kitaev quantum double model for arbitrary group G (or more generally, Hopf
algebra H) is still an open problem; our result is an example in this direction. We con-
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jecture that all Kitaev models based on semisimple Hopf algebras can be enriched by EM
duality symmetry, and we left the explicit construction of these models for future study.

Besides the fundamental importance, investigating the SET phase is also crucial for
quantum information processing, especially for topological quantum computation and topo-
logical quantum memory. We know that the real samples of quantum materials always have
boundaries and defects, hence a better understanding of these defects can help us to design
more robust topological quantum memory materials. Another crucial point is that by in-
troducing the defects into the Abelian phase, the resulting SET phase can be used to do the
universal topological quantum computation, which cannot be done by the original Abelian
phase [29, 58, 59]. We leave the study of these possible applications for our future work.
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A Tambara-Yamagami category

In this section, let us review the definition of the Tambara-Yamagami category TY(G,χ, ν)

associated with an Abelian group G, a symmetric non-degenerate bicharacter χ : G×G→
C× 2 and a Frobenius-Schur indicator ν = ±1 [38]. By a bicharacter we mean a bilinear
function χ : G×H → C×, viz.,

χ(g · h, k) = χ(g, k)χ(h, k),

χ(g, k · l) = χ(g, k)χ(g, l),
(A.1)

for all g, h ∈ G and k, l ∈ H. A bicharacter χ : G × G → C× is called symmetric if
χ(g, h) = χ(h, g) for all g, h ∈ G. The non-degeneracy of χ means that χ is non-degenerate
as a bilinear form.

The Tambara-Yamagami category TY(G,χ, ν) is Z2-graded, meaning that there are
two sectors of objects

ObjTY(G,χ, ν) = {g|g ∈ G}0 ⊕ {σ}1. (A.2)

The fusion rule satisfy the Z2 grading relation:

g ⊗ h = g · h, g ⊗ σ = σ ⊗ g = σ, σ ⊗ σ = ⊕g∈Gg. (A.3)

2Here C× is the set of all invertible elements in C, i.e., C× = C \ {0}.
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The only nontrivial F -symbols are the following

[F gσhσ ]σσ = [F σgσσ ]σh = χ(g, h), (A.4)

[F σσσσ ]hg =
ν√
|G|

χ(g, h)−1. (A.5)
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